
CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

This chapters deals with the conclusion and suggestion of this study about the 

Twitter role-players perception on the role of roleplaying in improvement writing skill. 

A. Conclusion 

 This research aimed to describe Twitter role-players’ perception on the role of 

roleplaying in improvement writing skill as long they were using English to 

communicate in role-play world. This research described Twitter role-players’ micro 

and macro skills of writing based on the documentation that researcher had been got 

from their old tweets to current tweets. 

Based on the thing of this research, the researcher has two points to be concluded: 

1. The role-players’ perception of their improvement in writing skill by roleplaying on 

Twitter has great responses because it does really help them to practice and make 

their writing more preferable, they also have some struggles with unfamiliar words 

but find different ways to overcome that problem. 

2. The kind of role-players’ writing skill improvement is including both of micro skills 

and macro skills. They can write the sentence and paragraph as well as micro and 

macro skills summarization from Brown, but do not cover all of the aspects of them. 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the research and explanation above, the researcher will present some 

suggestion related to the analysis in this study as follow: 

1. For the students of English Department 

For the students of English Department, it is hoped that they can use social media 

platforms in beneficial way to increase their knowledge in English. They can learn 

English in a fun way as enjoying their things on social media platform, if they want 



to do roleplay on Twitter try to do plotting more often and find partner to talk on 

auto-base because those help a lot. Do not hesitate and be more confident to write 

in English, their English will improve by time and just keep going. 

2. For next researchers 

For the next researchers, in this thesis the researcher has a perception that the 

design of study was imperfect. There are many weaknesses that could be seen. 

Therefore, for further study is expected that other researches can improve this 

study with the better design and find different aspects of role-players’ writing 

improve. 

 


